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Employee



Some Experience in Numbers

100+ Satisfied clients

100 000+ Mystery Calls

200+ Programs per year 40+ Changing in motivational system

52 COUNTRIES coverage

30% Increase of sales volume



Our Clients



Mystery Employee Advantages

Insider View

Voice to the Employee

Management Accountability

An employee that reports on their treatment, training, and experience from the 
beginning can give you a lot of insight into the employee experience.

These types of Mystery Employees can report on what other employees experience as well. They can be the 
eyes and ears of their coworkers, and while names shouldn’t be given (since this could hurt workplace 
relationships), they can at least have a voice that is a direct like to an important executive.

It’s often said that if someone says their manager is not a good manager, it must be true, because the 
ability to manage is dependent on employees feeling that their contributions are valued and their 
manager appreciates their work.



Mystery Employee Profits

Constant Control 

HR Managers and Directors in particular 
regions and network

Conclusions and 
Recommendations
On the Performance and perfection of the 
processes in your company

Evaluation of the overall network as 
well as particular regions (cities) 

Through different categories of employees

Online statistics 

On the basis of Shopmetrics platform with photo 
and audio proofs from the interview
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Mystery Employee Evaluation

On the internet platforms in the 
recruiting sphere

«Selling point» of the vacancy

The appeal of the vacancy Analysis regarding the vacancy market 
offers and propositions

Quality of Recruit Offer

Company Presence Quality of the Interview

Conduction of the Analysis



Why Scheduling? 

Up-to-date Information
Realistic measure of product/ 
service recommendation by phone

Database Of 450 000+
Variety Of Devices

Fieldwork Speed
Quick Interaction

Online Statistics
Statistics Availability 24/7

Add-on Products Offer Check
Enable to enlarge sales

Target Audience Selection
Unique opinions

Cheaper Than Competitors
Budget cut

Global Coverage
52+  Countries

Data Quality Check
Proofreading, Artefacts and Data quality check

Agile Approach
Day-to-day Scram Sessions



Let’s improve your 
employees together!


